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Efficient Mobile Sensor Authentication
In Smart Home and WPAN
Kyusuk Han, Taeshik Shon, Member, IEEE, and Kwangjo Kim, Member, IEEE
Abstract — Currently, it is rapidly increasing convergence
services based on various mobile devices with sensors like
Smart Home. Specifically the mobility of the sensors in Smart
Home merged with wireless sensor networks (WSN) brings
security issues such as re-authentication and tracing the node
movement. We extend our novel and efficient node
authentication and key exchange protocol that support
Irregular distribution. Compared with previous protocols, our
protocol has only a third of communication and computational
overhead. We expect our protocol to be the efficient solution
that increases the lifetime of sensor network1.
Index Terms — Wireless Sensor Networks, Authentication,
Mobile node, Untraceability, Key Distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is the network that
consists of lightweight devices with short-ranged wireless
communication and battery-powered. The devices have the
sensor that gathers the environmental information and etc.
After sensing this information, the devices send the
information to the networks. The recent advance made the
WSN technologies be applied in various areas such as Smart
Digital Home Network [13]-[14], Wireless Personal Area
Network (WPAN) and Wireless Sensor and Actor Network
(WSAN) [7]-[8]. Recently, RF4CE also deploy Zigbee (IEEE
802.15.4) [11] as underlying communication technologies,
which is designed to substitute the current IR communication.
In such environments, handling a large overhead from
frequent node re-authentication requests due to the continuous
node movements and the threats of tracing the node movement
are important security issues.
While most security researches on the WSN remain on how
to efficiently utilize the limited resources in static network
environments [1,5,9,10,12], a few researches begin to consider
the security in the dynamic environments. Reference [6]
argued the possible presence of mobile node, and proposed the
authentication protocol supporting node mobility that does not
require any sink or base station for authentication and key
distribution. Their model requires the large communication
and computation cost when the node is continuously moved
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though. In order to minimize such overhead, we proposed
efficient node authentication and key exchange model that
reduces communication and computational costs for node reauthentication and also provides untraceablity to mobile nodes
[2]. In the model, once a mobile node is firstly authenticated
by a static sink, the node can be efficiently authenticated by
the neighbor sinks of the firstly connected sink.
However, the previous model has the limit that the protocol
may not properly work in the environment that the sensors are
irregularly distributed. In case of the smart home, the electric
devices that attach sensors may be distributed irregularly as in
Fig. 1. In such environment, the remote controller may fail to
be re-authenticated depending on the node movements.
Therefore, our motivation is to provide the improved node
authentication and key exchange model suitable for such
irregularly distribution. Applying our improvement, the
mobile node can be authenticated by the sink that is not the
neighbor of the formerly connected sink. 
The paper organized as follows: Section II describes the
mobility of the sensor network and the previous authentication
and key exchange protocol. We argue the problem in the
irregularly distributed environments and show the improved
protocol in Section III. Section IV shows the analysis of the
protocol, and Section V concludes this paper.

Fig. 1 RF4CE deploys Zigbee based sensor network technologies as
underlying communication technology. In such environment, the sensor
in the remote controller has the mobility.

II. PROBLEMS IN THE SMART HOME
In this section, we describe the brief procedure of original
protocol, and claim problems applying to the smart home.
A. Overall Process of Previous Protocol
The overall protocol is divided in to five phases: Periodical
Neighbor Discovery (Phase 0), Neighbor Sink Setup (Phase
1), Neighbor Group Key Distribution (Phase 2), Node Initial
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Authentication (Phase 3), and Node Re-authentication (Phase
4).
Assume that there are a base station BS, a sink S1, a
neighbor sink S2, and a mobile node N in the network. We
define the neighbor sink as the sink that is in the 1 hop
communication range.
During phase 0, every sink such as S1 and S2 periodically
broadcasts HELLO. If no attempt happens, phase 0 is just
discarded.
When S2 receives HELLO from S1, S2 initiates the neighbor
relationship if S1 is a newly discovered sink. After the pairwise
key between S1 and S2 has been exchanged in phase 1, S1 and
S2 exchange the authentication key that is used to verify the
authenticated user in phase 2. Phase 1 and phase 2 are only
required during establishing the static sensor network. We let
the establishing the static sensor network follows the any
previous protocol such as [4].
When N firstly joins the network, N may be connected to S1
in the network as in Fig. 2. After receiving HELLO of S1, N
initiates the initial authentication with S1 in Phase 3. Once N is
authenticated S1, N only needs the re-authentication in Phase 4
when N continuously moves and request the authentication
again. The authentication process in Phase 3 is only necessary
when the re-authentication fails due to the certain case that the
neighbor sink is not available.
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C. Problems in The Smart Home
Since the resident of the smart home does not consider the
regularity arranging the devices such as TVs, DVDs, and
microwaves, the regular distribution is not expected in real
environments.

Fig. 3 Sinks are regularly distributed in the ideal environments as in (a).
However, in the real environments such as the smart home, the sinks may
be distributed irregularly as in (b).

The previous protocol works well in the ideal environments
as in Fig. 3 (a). However, the node may fail to be reauthenticated in case sinks are irregularly distributed. The
node authenticated by S1 may move and reconnected to S5.
However, S5 is not the neighbor of S1, the node cannot be reauthenticated as in Fig. 3 (b).
III. IMPROVEMENT FOR SMART HOME
In this section, we show the improvement of the previous
protocol for the smart home. We introduce the concept of
‘Neighbor Sink List (NSL)’ in order to make our protocol be
applicable in the real environments, and show the
improvement with NSL.
A. Neighbor Sink List
When a sink finds the neighbor sinks, the sink stores the list
of the neighbors. The neighbor sink list (NSL) of a sink S1 is
denoted as NSLS , where NSL S Si || h(S j ) || ... || h(S jk ) || M , and
1

M

i

MAC AK Si (Si || h(S j ) || ... || h(S jk )) .

Fig. 2 The base station is only involved when the sink 1 firstly
authenticates the node (Phase 3). Next time, the node is directly
authenticated by sink 2 without the base station (Phase 4).

B. Authentication Ticket
The previous protocol introduced the Authentication Ticket
that is the proof of the node is authenticated. A node receives
the authentication ticket from the sinks during the
authentication process. The ticket is used for the next
authentication by the neighbor of the sink. The neighbor sinks
verify the ticket and sends the updated one to the sink. The
verification of the ticket is done using the authentication key
inherited ‘cluster key’ in [9]-[10]. The main difference is that
the key is used for broadcast communication in the cluster,
while the key in our protocol is used for verifying the
authentication ticket.

Fig. 4 S5 finds that S1 and S5 have the common neighbor S2 by checking
NSL of S1.

NSL is sent to the node during authentication process. When
a node authenticated by S1 is reconnected to S5, the node sends
NSLS to S5. Although S1 is not the neighbor of S1, S5 finds out
1

that S2 is the common neighbor of both S1 and S5 as in Fig. 4.
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B. Improved Protocol
1) Periodical Neighbor Discovery Procedure
S1 periodically generates a random nonce R0. S1 also
EK S (R0 || TS0 ) and
generates u0 and v0, where u0
1

v0

MACIK S (S1 || HELLO || u0 ) . TS0 is timestamp. Then S1
1

broadcasts u0 and v0 with HELLO. We have no change from
the previous protocol.
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v3,

u3,

generates

u4,

and

v4,

,

u4

v3

MAC IKN (BS || N || S1 || u3 )

v4

MAC IK S1 (BS || S1 || N || R0 || u4 ) .

where u3 EK {R0 } ,
N

and

EK S1 {R1 || u 3 || v3 }

After verifying v4, S1 decrypts u4, and retrieves R1, u3 and
v3. Then S1 generates NK N KDF(R0 || R1 ) . S1 generates
authentication ticket T = (t, w), where t EAK {TS || R1 || NK N }
S1

and w MAC AIK (N || t) . S1 also generates u5 and v5, where
S1

2) Establishing Neighbor Sink List
Assume another sink S2 receives HELLO message. S2 checks
the sender of HELLO whether S1 is known or not. If S2 already
knows S1, S2 discards the message. Otherwise, S2 requests the
setting up the neighbor relationship as follows:
S2 randomly selects R1 and generates u1 and v1, where
u1 EK {R1 || u0 } and v1 MACIK (S2 || BS || S1 || u1 || v0 ) . After
S2

u5

MACNIK N (S1 || N || R0 || u5 ) . S1

ENK N {TS || T || NSLS1 } and v5

sends v3, u5, and v5 to N.
After verifying v3, N decrypts u3 and retrieves R0. Then N
also generates NKN and verifies v5. N decrypts u5 and retrieves
N
generates
v6,
where
TS,
T
and NSLS .
1

v6

MACNK N (N || S1 || ACK || R0 || R1 ) . S1 verifies v6.

S2

verifying v1, BS decrypts u1 and retrieves R1 and u0. Then, BS
verifies v0 and decrypts u0. Finally, BS retrieves R0 and TS0 ,
and then generates u3, u4, v4, and v3, where
v3 MACIK (BS || S1 || u3 )
u 3 EK {R1 || h(TS0 )}
,
,
S1

S1

u4

EK2 {R1 || u3 }

and v4

MACIK2 (BS || S2 || R1 || u4 || v3 ) . And

then BS sends u4, v4, and v3 to S2. Then S2 verifies v4 and
decrypts u4, and retrieves R1 and u3. S2 generates the
encryption key K S S and the integrity key IK S S shared
1 2

1 2

between S1 and S2, where
IK S1S2

.

KDF(1 || R0 || R1 )

where v5

K S1S2

KDF(0 || R0 || R1 )

S2

Then

generates

and
v5,

MAC IKS1S2 (S2 || S1 || R0 || R1 ) , and sends u3, v3, and v5 to

S1. After verifying v3, S1 decrypts u3 and retrieves R1. S1 also
generates K S S and IK S S . Then S1 verifies v5. S1 generates
1 2

v6

1 2

MAC IK S1S2 (S1 || S2 || ACK || R0 || R1 ) and sends v6 with ACK to

S2. S2 verifies v6 and shares pairwise keys K S S and IK S S . As a
1 2

1 2

result, S1 and S2 update their NSL.
3) Distribution of Authentication Key
After neighbor sinks are found, the sink S1 may distribute the
authentication key (AK). S1 randomly selects two nonce
ASEEDS and R1. Then S1 generates u1 and v1, where
1

u1

EK S1S2 {ASEEDS1 || R1 } and v1

MACIK S1S2 (S1 || S2 || u1 ) . After

verifying v1, S2 decrypts u1, and retrieves ASEEDS and R1.
1

S2

Then

generates

AK S1

KDF(0 || ASEEDS1 )

and

KDF(1|| ASEEDS1 ) . S2 also generates v2 using AIK S1 ,

AIK S1

where v2

MAC AIKS1 (S2 || S1 || ACK || AR1 ) . Then S1 verifies v2.

Fig. 5. When the node authenticated by S1 is reconnected S8, S8
authenticates the node by finding the common neighbor S6 comparing
NSL of S1 and S8, and requesting the authentication of the node to S6.

4) Initial Node Authentication
Assume a node N is firstly joining the sensor network.
When N receives HELLO of S1, N randomly selects R1 and
generates u1 and v1 and sends them to S1, where
u1 EK {R1 || u0 || v0 } and v1 MACIK (N1 || S1 || u1 ) . Then, S1

5) Node Re-authentication in Ideal Environments
Once the node N is authenticated, N can have the reduced
overhead for the following authentication. Assume N moves
and receives HELLO from S2. N generates v1, and sends T, v1
and NSLS to S2, where v1 MACNIK (N || S2 || T || NSLS || v0 ) .

generates v2, where v2

Then S2 check NSLS if S1 is the neighbor of S2.

N

N

MAC IK S1 (S1 || BS || N || u1 || v1 ) , and sends

it to BS. After verifying v2 and v1, BS decrypts u1, and
retrieves R0, u0 and v0. After verifying v0, BS decrypts u0, and
retrieves R0 and TS. BS checks the validity of TS and

N

1

1

1

When S1 is the neighbor of S2, S2 verifies T and decrypts t
using the authentication key AK S . S2 retrieves R1, NKN and
1

TS. Using NKN, S2 verifies v1. Then S2 generates new shared
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key NK Nc KDF(R1 || R0 ) , also generates the new authentication
ticket T’ = (t’,w’), where t c EAK {R1 || NK Nc } and
S2

S2 generates

wc

MAC AIK S2 (N || t c ) .

u3

ENKN {R0 || v2 || T ' || NSLS2 } , v3

v2

h(NK Nc || R0 )

and

MACNIKN (S2 || N || u3 ) .

After verifying v3, N decrypts u3 and retrieves R0, v2, T’ and
NSLS2 . Then N generates NK'N and verifies v2. N generates v4,

where v4

MACNIK Nc (N || S2 || ACK || R0 || R1 ) , and sends v4 with

ACK to S2. After verifying v4, S2 authenticates N.

6) Node Re-authentication in Real Environments
In case the node N that was authenticated by the sink S1 is
reconnected to other sink S8 as in Fig, the node may fail to be
authenticated in the previous scheme, since S8 is not the
neighbor sink of S1. However, our improvement enables the
efficient re-authentication of N.
When S8 receives NSLS , S8 identify that S1 is not the
1

neighbor. Instead, S8 finds that the neighbor sink S6 is also the
neighbor of S1. (Refer Fig. 4.) Thus, S8 sends the
authentication ticket T to S6 and request verification, then S6
verifies T using AK S of S1 and returns the results to S8. With
1

the results from S6, S8 generates NK'N and T’. The remaining
follows the process in ideal environments.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this Section, we analyze our improved protocol with
comparing the previous protocol. For the performance
analysis, we compare the number of communication passes,
the required message sizes, and the number of computation of
the protocol. We do not count the overhead in the neighbor
discovery procedure, since the node just ignores this procedure
when the node receives HELLO from the sink that already
authenticated the node.
A. Communication Pass
We compared the required number of communication passes
with Fantacci et al.'s model [6], Ibriq and Mahgoub's model
[4], and original model [2]. TABLE I shows the comparison of
communication passes for node re-authentication, where n
denotes the number of nodes and t denotes the number of
sinks. Since nodes act as the authentication server (the base
station) and the authenticator (the sink), all the
communications in [6] are operated among nodes.
Comparison of required number of communication pass in
initial authentication is as same as the previous models. In reauthentication of the nodes, Improved model requires 2 more
communication for re-authentication in real environments than
the original model, while it is still much efficient than [3]-[4].
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION PASS FOR RE-AUTHENTICATION
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B. Message Size
We compared Abraham and Ramanatha's model [3], [2] and
[4] for the required message size for authentication. Based on
the results in [3], we approximately compared the message
sizes based on the message size with MAC size as 4 bytes, the
time stamp as 8 bytes, nonce as 8 bytes, and key size as 16
bytes. We also set the source and target IDs as 1 byte,
respectively.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF MESSAGE SIZE FOR INITIAL AUTHENTICATION (BYTES)
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TABLE II and III show the message sizes in initial
authentication and the message sizes in re-authentication
with 2 hops between sink and base station, respectively.
TABLE II shows that the performance for the initial
authentication is similar to other protocols. In initial
authentication (Phase 3), Abraham and Ramanatha's model
[3] showed the best result that 30 bytes less message sizes
than our protocol. However, as the TABLE III shows, our
protocol achieves about a third overall message sizes than
other protocols. Even we increase the size of each parameter,
our protocol is still much efficient than any other protocols
in node re-authentication.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF MESSAGE SIZE FOR RE-AUTHENTICATION (BYTES)
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Fig. 6 shows the comparison of our improved model with the
previous models. While the message cost is increasing with
the longer hop distance in the static models [3]-[4], the
original model [2] and the improved model have the constant
cost.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the proposed protocols in
several environments. The result of initial authentication
shows the increasing cost depends on the hop distance. The reauthentication cases show the constant result although overall
cost increases depending on the rate that the sink is not the
neighbor of the former sink. 
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C. Security Analysis
Since the proposed protocol improves the previous protocol
[2], most security features such as confidentiality, key
freshness, and node/sink resiliency are inherited. Thus, we
only concentrated on the analysis of the changes.
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3) Security against known attacks
The sinkhole attack against our protocol fails without knowing
the keys. An adversary A may capture the authentication ticket
T that N initially sent to S2, and A send T to S2 or other sink S5
that is also a neighbor sink of S1. However, A fails in such attack
without knowing AK S . Wormhole attack on our protocol fails
1

since the adversary cannot send the confirmation message.
Spoofed, altered or replayed routing information attack also
fails with our knowing encrypted nonce in our protocol. To
succeed in the replay attack, the adversary has to be able to reuse the intercepted packet. We don't consider relaying through
the attackers as successful attack. Sybil attacks also fails from
verification of identity of nodes through sinks and the base
station. And for HELLO flood attacks, we can apply the global
key shared to all entities in the network that many researches
such as [4], [9], [10] used for the efficient message broadcast
and DoS attack protection.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6 Comparison of message sizes with static models [3]-[4], previous
model [2] and improved model per hop distance between a sink and a
base station.

Fig. 7 Communication cost for proposed protocol. Depending on the
failure rate, the cost increases, but still the cost shows the constant when
the hop distance increases.

Recently, Smart Home is emerging and extending rapidly as
new converged paradigms including fusion & convergence,
smart grid, machine-to-machine, and peer-to-peer pervasive
computing to provide fully always-connected services with
mobility. Thus, it is very important to support dynamic
topology among various CE and IT devices. Specifically, the
failure of the node re-authentication can be occurred
frequently because the previous works only considered the
environment that the sensors are regularly distributed ideally.
In this paper, our proposed improvement enables the
efficient node re-authentication and key exchange even when
the sensors are irregularly distributed to the smart home and
WPAN for supporting various convergence services. In order
to verify the proposed approach, we perform three kinds of
validation according to communication pass, message size,
and security analysis. From the analysis, we can say that our
improvement guarantees the longer lifetime of Smart Home
Devices and WPAN while providing security solutions.
In future work we will deploy the proposed approach to real
Smart home environments and confirm the authentication
operations for supporting NSL.
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